cross-validations producing matched models were implemented. A synthetic minority over-59 sampling technique was utilized in endpoints with rare events. Parameter optimization was 60 performed on the training data. Area under the receiver operating characteristic curve 61 (AUROC) was used to compare performance using sample size to detect differences of ≥0.05 62 at the 95% confidence level. 63
The prediction of radiotherapy treatment-related toxicity has been of significant interest [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . 78 Toxicity prediction involves relating the dosimetric factors to the toxicity in question in a 79 model, potentially in combination with clinical information. For urinary symptoms, the 80 availability of such models is limited compared to rectal symptoms following prostate 81 radiotherapy. This is despite the observation that urinary toxicity will likely represent the 82 principal dose-limiting factor, due to the decreasing prevalence of rectal symptoms, in the era 83 of dose-escalated radiotherapy for prostate cancer 17, 18 . The focus of model derivation should 84 mirror this transitioning prevalence 19 . 85 86
Along with multivariable logistic regression several more advanced statistical-learning 87
strategies have been used and tested in the development of predictive models. A primary 88 motivation for utilising more advanced strategies is the production of models with more 89 predictive power. Strategies have included the use of regularized regression 14, 15, 20 , neural 90 networks [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , support vector machines 5, 7 , decision trees 8 , distance-based measures 9 and 91 ensemble methods 10, 11 including random forests 12 . In most instances, the studies suggest 92 that the more contemporary strategies show promising results and perform better. 93 Nevertheless, except for the series of studies on radiotherapy-induced pneumonitis 7-10, 13 , the 94 statistical-learning strategies were rarely extensively compared side-by-side. Furthermore, 95 comparisons in the context of toxicity prediction were mostly performed using only one 96 endpoint, probably chosen based on the clinical relevance. Concluding the superiority of a 97 strategy based on only one endpoint may not be optimal for deriving a solid conclusion; 98 findings have less chance of being fortuitous if they are repeated across endpoints/datasets 21 . 99 Also, to our knowledge, there is no study in the literature comparing different learning 100 strategies using urinary-symptom endpoints. Given the paucity of available urinary toxicity 101 data, it is important to ensure derivation of the most robust statistical model. 102 103 The aim of this study was to develop the most accurate predictive model for urinary-104 symptoms following external beam radiotherapy of the prostate by exploring different 105 statistical-learning strategies. This was achieved by modelling 12 urinary-symptom endpoints 106 from the data of patients treated with external beam radiotherapy in the Trans- Tasman  107 Radiation Oncology Group (TROG) 03.04 trial of Randomised Androgen Deprivation and 108 RT (RADAR-NCT00193856) 22-24 using six different strategies -logistic regression, elastic 109 net, support-vector machine, random forest, neural network and multivariate adaptive 110 regression splines (also known as enhanced adaptive regression through hinges). The models 111
were optimized with a robust cross-validation method and subsequently compared in term of 112 their predictive capabilities. 113 114
METHODS AND MATERIALS 115
Patients and treatment 116
The RADAR trial [22] [23] [24] 
Random forest 197
Random forest is an ensemble-learning strategy which fuses the 'votes' submitted from many 198 low-correlated decision trees to estimate the probability of events 36 tree. In this analysis, the number of trees grown was fixed at 1000 based on the suggestion of 209 Breiman 36 while m was optimized using cross-validation of the training data. 210
Neural network 211
Neural network models can deduce potentially non-linear patterns in the data after executing 212 the process of learning. The neural network architecture consists of three neuronal layers: 213 input, hidden, and output. An input layer contains neurons which correspond to the number of 214 input features; a hidden layer provides a relationship or pattern between the input and output; 215 and an output layer contains an output neuron (in this instance, urinary symptom event). In 216 the hidden layer, the network produces an associated output pattern based on transfer 217 functions which correlate inputs with outputs in various ways so complex decisions can be 218 modelled. In this current analysis, a feed-forward single-hidden-layer network method 219 optimized by the BFGS algorithm was utilized 37 . The number of hidden nodes and weight 220 decay were optimised with cross validation. 221
Support-vector machine 222
Support-vector machine searches for the linear hyperplane optimally separating binary 223
classes. The optimal hyperplane (or decision boundary) is the one that produces the maximal 224 margin between the two classes. The support-vector machine can be applied to both linearly 225 and non-linearly separable data. For non-linearly separable data, the support-vector machine 226 first maps the data into a high-dimensional feature space by using non-linear mapping or 227 using a kernel function and then searches for a linear optimally-separating hyperplane in the 228 new space. Prediction is based on which side of the hyperplane the subject lies on. In this 229 current analysis, the support-vector machine was implemented with a radial basis-function 230 kernel, as widely used in many fields including radiotherapy 7 . Two parameters were required 231 and optimized using cross-validation of the training data; the penalty parameter, C, also 232 called the cost or soft margin which controls model overfitting, and sigma which controls the 233 degrees of non-linearity. 234
Multivariate adaptive regression splines 235
Multivariate adaptive regression splines (MARS) (or enhanced adaptive regression through 236 hinges) is an extension of a linear model that includes nonlinearities, as developed by 237 Friedman 38 . MARS is capable of automatically producing local models by partitioning the 238 hyperspace of candidate features into separate regions. In each region, a linear relationship is 239 used to characterize the impact of features on the response producing a locally-linear model. 240
The points at which the local model changes are called 'hinges' which indicate the end of one 241 region of the space and the start of another with its own distinct local model. To prevent the 242 model from overfitting the data, a pruning process is implemented which involves searching 243 for the trade-off between complexity and error based on a backwards elimination feature 244 selection procedure that looks at reductions in the cross-validation estimate of error. 245 246
Model building 247

iterations of 10-fold cross-validation 248
To evaluate the power of the predictive models, stratified ten-fold cross-validation was 249 utilized (Fig. 1) . Briefly, the patients were randomly divided into ten folds with the number of 250 patients with an event approximately equal in all folds. The development of the model was 251 performed by using 9 folds and validation on the tenth. The development-validation was 252 executed in ten rounds. Each fold was used exactly once as the validation data. Setting aside 253 one fold for validation produced an unbiased estimate of model predictive power as the 254 patients in the validation fold were not used to develop the model. This experiment of 255 partitioning the data into ten and performing ten-fold cross-validation was repeated for a total 256 of 100 iterations using different random seeds. Large iterations prevent selection bias that 257 could occur if only one 10-fold cross-validation was performed and to obtain a representative 258 set of models 39 . The process was performed for all six statistical-learning strategies using 259 exactly-matched random seeds resulting in 1000 models based on unique development-260 validation combinations. 261 262 Each of the statistical-learning strategies requires several parameters to be set up to optimally 285 construct the model (Table 1) . Where required, the optimal parameters were estimated via 3 286 iterations of 10-fold cross-validation, performed using only data from the development fold, 287 through an exhaustive grid search of a predefined parameter search space ( Logistic regression, elastic-net, MARS and random forest models do not necessarily utilize 298 all predictors and can thus be described as having built-in feature selection. For neural 299 network and support-vector machine feature selection based on recursive feature elimination, 300 a wrapper method which adds and/or removes predictors to find the optimal combination that 301 maximizes the AUROC, was performed. For each model, the top five features (or less in 302 instances where <5 features were included in the final model) were determined using model-303 based technique for measuring variable importance; random forest using permutation method 304 in randomForest package 36 , logistic regression and elastic-net using the coefficients, MARS 305 using generalized cross-validation estimate of error reduction when each a feature is added to 306 the model. For neural network and support vector machine with feature selection external to 307 the modelling process, the ranking method used in recursive feature elimination was used to 308 determine feature importance. 309 310
Synthetic minority over-sampling technique (SMOTE)
Model comparison 311
To compare the power of the statistical-learning strategies outlined above, the area under the 312 receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC) was evaluated. The AUROC is a common 313 method to assess the power of a binary statistical-learning strategy as its discrimination 314 threshold is varied across all cut-off values. AUROC can take a value between 0 and 1; an 315 AUROC of 1 represents a perfect classification prediction; 0.5 represents a classification with 316 discrimination no better than random; 0 represents a model with all validation instances 317 predicted with a wrong label. In total, 1000/999 models were derived for each learning 318 strategy with a matching subset of patients for both model development and validation from 319 which the mean and standard deviation of the AUROC was derived. However, the utilization 320 of all matched models in a two-tailed matched-pair t-test would provide the power to resolve 321 a very small difference between strategies producing statistical significance even for small 322 differences. Therefore, based on the distributions of the resultant models (population mean 323 and standard deviation), α error probability of 0.05, power of 0.95 and correlation between 324 models, the appropriate sample size for each comparison was calculated to detect a mean 325
AUROC difference between models of 0.05 (arbitrarily chosen as a threshold point for a 326 meaningful difference). The first required model pairs were sampled for comparisons. 327
Correlations between the predictive powers of the models using different statistical-learning 328 strategies were calculated using Spearman correlation. 
Comparison of predictive power 344
Logistic regression, elastic-net, random forest, MARS and SVM were the highest-performing 345 statistical-learning strategies in 3, 3, 3, 2 and 1 endpoints, respectively (Fig. 2) . In 7 346 endpoints, the differences relative to one or more other strategies were not statistically 347 significant. Logistic regression, MARS, elastic-net, random forest, neural network and 348 support-vector machine were the best, or were not significantly-worse than the best, in 7, 7, 5, 349 5, 3 and 1 endpoints, respectively. The best-performing statistical model was for dysuria 350 grade≥1 with AUROC ± standard deviation of 0.649 ± 0.074 using MARS, followed by 351 longitudinal frequency using logistic regression (0.647 ± 0.057) and dysuria grade≥1 using 352 logistic regression (0.644 ± 0.080). 353 354
The predictive power of the statistical models was dependent on the endpoint in question. 355
Two endpoints with the highest average AUROC across all statistical-learning strategies were 356 grade≥1 dysuria (0.634 ± 0.081) and longitudinal frequency (0.624 ± 0.069). Endpoints with 357 the lowest average AUROC were haematuria longitudinal and grade≥2 (0.493 ± 0.110 and 358 0.479 ± 0.097). Dysuria (grade ≥1), incontinence (grade ≥1 and longitudinal) and all 359 frequency endpoints were less dependent on the model used (i.e. no significant difference 360 between at least 3 models). For longitudinal frequency and dysuria grade≥1, all strategies 361 produced AUROC>0.6 while all haematuria endpoints and longitudinal incontinence models 362 produced AUROC<0.6. 363 
Correlations of predictive power 372
The correlation between the predictive power of the models using different statistical-373 learning strategies revealed a pattern. The correlation was highest between elastic-net and 374 logistic regression; both of which are variations of generalised linear models (Fig. 3) . The 375 correlations were dependent on the endpoints, generally higher for dysuria grade≥1, 376 frequency grade≥2, and longitudinal frequency. These were also the endpoints that resulted in 377 better predictive power overall (average>0.6) and smaller standard deviation. 378 379
Feature importance 380 381
The important features for endpoints were found to share many similarities between different 382 learning strategies (Appendix C). Common predictors were found to be less substantial for 383 haematuria endpoints. 384 385 The prediction of urinary symptoms is uniquely challenging; patients treated for prostate 393 carcinoma tend to from older portions of the population and subject to myriads of urinary 394 symptoms which may or may not be related to the treatment. This introduces noise to post-395 treatment urinary assessment. Together with the paucity of available urinary toxicity data, 396 this makes the availability of an optimal learning strategy to improve prediction crucial. This 397 study builds upon a developing body of literature suggesting the improvement of prediction 398 capabilities of different statistical-learning strategies which may be an avenue for 399 improvement in the prediction and alleviation of post-treatment urinary-symptoms. 400 401
Compared to most studies related to the use of statistical-learning strategies in the prediction 402 of toxicity outcome in radiotherapy, this work considered a wider range of endpoints. The 403 advantages of using more than one endpoint are at least twofold; first, to provide a selection 404 of datasets that represent the full urinary-symptom modelling problem domain. Readers may 405 appreciate the differences between learning strategies through the use of atomized symptom 406 types and diverse definitions of symptom grade (peak grade≥1, peak grade≥2 and multiple 407 grade≥1). Peak grade≥1 provides a larger number of events while subjected to more noise 408 while peak grade≥2 provides a significantly-smaller number of events and potentially less 409 noise. The longitudinal grade≥1 tries to compensate for the large potential of noise associated 410 with grade 1 symptoms by incorporating the persistence of symptoms. Second, 411
hypothetically, if only one of the twelve endpoints was reported, the superiority of one 412 learning strategy can be spuriously concluded. Having more endpoints/datasets provides a 413 stronger base for a reasonable conclusion 21 . Utilization of more than one endpoint in studies 414 assessing/implementing different learning strategies in the field of radiotherapy is rare. 415 416
It was shown that logistic regression and MARS are most likely to be the best-performing 417 learning strategies for the prediction of urinary symptoms. The conclusion was based on 418 model fitting to a data set comprised of a large number of patients with different event rates 419 for the three definitions of dysuria, haematuria, urinary incontinence and frequency. The 420 superiority of a relatively simple and widely used method like logistic regression is in 421 contrast to many observations from other studies in radiotherapy outcome modelling. There 422 are also other instances where more recently-developed statistical-learning strategies failed to 423 substantially improve prediction accuracy over simpler methods 47, 48 . Logistic regression and 424 MARS along with elastic-net provide clear and reasonably unambiguous models. They use 425 well-established probabilistic frameworks. Estimates describing each of the factors included 426 in the final model provide high interpretability and straightforward inference for the 427 important features which may be used as the basis for decision making. and logistic regression, it might be argued that the superiority of random forest could be 437 endpoint-specific or found by chance. Both support-vector machine and neural network are 438 more commonly used learning strategies in the prediction of radiotherapy toxicity outcome. 439
Neural network is probably one of the first contemporary learning strategy explored for its 440 potential in radiotherapy toxicity-prediction models 1 . Since then, many studies have 441 successfully utilized both neural network and support-vector machine in other toxicity-442 prediction problems 2-5, 7 . Despite the significantly-lower predictive-power for support-vector 443 machine and neural network, it is acknowledged that only the 'vanilla' variants were 444 implemented in this study. There are improvements of the methods suggested in the literature 445 that were not implemented here which may have negatively impacted the result, unfairly 446 discrediting the strategies 51 . Thus, it may not be appropriate to conclude the overall 447 inferiority of the strategies but rather only the specific variants used in this study. However, 448 the decision to not include many variants of support-vector machine and neural network was 449 based on the assumption that the basic algorithms should suffice to show improvements, if 450 any, to a more conventional strategy like logistic regression. 451 452
Comparisons of different learning strategies have previously been conducted by others using 453 field-specific datasets, many of which have shown significantly-better predictive power than 454 the more conventional alternatives. Boulesteix et al. 52 have argued that researchers were 455 inclined to be over-optimistic with respect to the advantages of the new strategies they are 456
reporting. This can be in the form of over-optimization of the reported strategy's parameters. 457
Thus, the superiority of contemporary learning-strategies should be considered with caution. 458
As there are hundreds of different strategies available for researchers' use, either 459 conceptually-unique or variants of established learning-strategies, the use of these strategies 460 without a reasonable justification may potentially cause over-fitting where the strategy in 461 question may perform well in the specific dataset at hand while it may not be generalizable to 462 other datasets. 463 464
From the above results, there is a compulsion to discourage the use of more complex 465 modelling strategies. However, specific problems may benefit from specific statistical-466 learning strategies on the basis of the properties of the associated information -such as better 467 treatment of missing data, computational efficiency, and the presence of sparse events or 468 sparse features which may benefit from one specific strategy. For example, compared to 469 logistic regression, random forest does not require feature selection and requires very 470 minimal tuning/optimization. 471 472
Even though the improvements afforded from the implementation of different statistical-473 learning strategies were seen in certain endpoints, the overall predictive power remained 474 modest which may limit the applicability of the models. Several endpoints studied in this 475 analysis showed a substantially better model performance regardless of the statistical learning 476 strategies used. These endpoints have higher performance correlation between models and 477 more common important features suggesting that these endpoints have less complex 478 relationships with strong features in the feature pools. These common important features may 479 be used as a basis for integration into clinical decisions. Some endpoints have poor 480 performance regardless of the strategy used suggesting that features included in the feature 481 pools did not produce satisfactory predictive power even with extensive dosimetric, 482 comorbidities and medication-intake information available. There are several explanations for 483 the low predictive-power achieved for the derived models; first, predictors for urinary 484 toxicity following radiotherapy are known to be elusive partially due to bladder volume 485 variability and other unresolved issues 53 . In addition to the difficulty in assessing urinary 486 symptoms specifically related to radiotherapy in the context of elderly patients with 487 otherwise-increasing rates of urinary symptoms and symptoms related to prostatic 488 hyperplasia, the pathophysiological processes involved are still not well understood. 
